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Large aspect ratio, two-dimensional, periodic convection layers containing a Boussinesq fluid of
finite Prandtl number bounded by rigid or free horizontal surfaces are investigated numerically. The
fluid equations are solved using both a standard pseudospectral and a Fourier integral method for the
time evolution of finite initial perturbations, both random thermal perturbations and localized roll
disturbances, into a final equilibrium state. The suggestion that a Fourier integral solution method is
required to yield roll relaxation, the two-dimensional process increasing the convection wavelength
to values larger than critical, is investigated. Roll relaxation is found for both free-slip and no-slip
surfaces using either solution method as long as the initial state is chosen to be of the form of a
localized roll disturbance. A wide variety of simulations are performed and roll relaxation is found
to be independent of the periodic domain length, weakly dependent on the Rayleigh number and
dependent upon the magnitude of the initial localized roll disturbances. © 2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1669335#
I. INTRODUCTION
Rayleigh–Be´nard convection is a canonical example of a
pattern forming system.1 A fascinating question is raised by
the pattern selection process upon which a convection layer
evolves through time to a final steady state. Wave number
selection has been well studied with many different mecha-
nisms now well characterized ~see, for example, Refs. 2 and
3!.
In a large convection layer ~where the lateral extent is
much larger than the depth! it has been found both numeri-
cally ~in three-dimensional simulations4–6! and
experimentally7–12 that in general the wavelength of convec-
tion increases as conditions become more supercritical. The
process by which this occurs is complicated ~possibly in-
volving the effects of multiple incommensurate selection
mechanisms!, three-dimensional, and involves the complex
interaction of many defect structures. This process is not well
understood and we do not attempt here to address this diffi-
cult question. However, the wavelength of convection rolls
also increase in other simpler situations where the wave
number selection process appears to be governed by a two-
dimensional process involving straight parallel convection
rolls undergoing a wave number adjustment without break-
ing the two-dimensionality by a simple roll expansion. We
will call roll relaxation the two-dimensional process by
which the convection rolls increase in wavelength to values
larger than the value at threshold. Investigating this mecha-
nism and understanding for what conditions it exists are the
focus of this paper.
Evidence for such a two-dimensional relaxation mecha-
nism can be found in both experiments and numerics. For
example, consider the motion of a grain boundary separating
two domains of straight parallel rolls that are perpendicular
to one another.13 The grain boundary acts as a ‘‘soft bound-
ary’’ allowing the convection rolls to continuously vary in
wavelength. A similar ‘‘soft boundary’’ is also formed when
a domain of straight parallel rolls are bounded by quiescent
flow.14 In cases such as the two just described the convection
rolls are able to undergo a continuous wave number adjust-
ment by simply undergoing a roll expansion or a roll com-
pression. Although each of these flows are clearly three-
dimensional the actual mechanism of wave number
adjustment appears to be at least approximately two-
dimensional. Experiment has revealed that under these con-
ditions the wavelength of the convection rolls increases, a
roll relaxation, with increasing reduced Rayleigh number, e
@where e5(R2Rc)/Rc and R is the Rayleigh number and Rc
its critical value#.
However, many two-dimensional numerical simulations
of Rayleigh–Be´nard convection have been performed for a
variety of boundary conditions that have found that the
wavelength of convection decreases as R increases.5,15,16 Re-
call that full three-dimensional numerical simulations agree
with the experimental results. This raises the question, is the
roll relaxation a three-dimensional effect or have the two-
dimensional numerical simulations been inadequate to cap-
ture the appropriate physics? This apparent discrepancy led
to a numerical investigation of two-dimensional Rayleigh–
Be´nard convection using a Fourier integral solution proce-
dure, for a convection layer initially containing a localized
roll disturbance, that was able to generate roll relaxation for
the idealistic case of free-slip boundary conditions.17,18 It
was suggested that the Fourier integral approach removed
the restriction limiting the possible wave numbers, as is the
case for periodic geometries, by allowing the convection
rolls to continuously expand or compress. An investigation to
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further understand this process of roll relaxation is discussed
below.
II. DISCUSSION
We have performed full numerical simulations of the
two-dimensional fluid and heat equations. The velocity u,
temperature T, and pressure p, evolve according to the
Boussinesq equations,
s21~] t1u" !u52p1RTzˆ1„2u, ~1!
~] t1u" !T5„2T , ~2!
"u50, ~3!
where ] t indicates time differentiation, s is the Prandtl num-
ber, and zˆ is a unit vector in the vertical direction. The equa-
tions are nondimensionalized in the standard manner using
the layer depth d, the vertical diffusion time for heat tv
[d2/k where k is the thermal diffusivity, and DT , as the
length, time, and temperature scales, respectively. The lower
and upper surfaces are either both no-slip or free-slip and are
held at constant temperature and the vertical boundaries are
periodic.
The governing equations are solved numerically using
both a Fourier–Chebyshev pseudospectral ~referred to as the
pseudospectral approach! and a Fourier-integral Chebyshev
method ~referred to as the Fourier Integral approach! which
are described in detail elsewhere.19
The pseudospectral algorithm employs a standard semi-
implicit time discretization with a Fourier decomposition in
the horizontal direction ~and therefore periodic! and a
Chebyshev decomposition in the vertical direction ~parallel
with gravity!. The nonlinear terms are evaluated in physical
space in order to avoid computing convolution sums. The
numerical method is an extension of the approach developed
in Ref. 20 used to study turbulent channel flow.
The Fourier integral method is similar in structure to the
pseudospectral method however the horizontal spatial dis-
cretization is accomplished through a numerical implemen-
tation of Fourier integrals ~using a modified Filon’s method
with cubic interpolation21!. Therefore in this approach the
nonlinear terms are calculated in wavespace by evaluating
numerically the resulting convolution integrals. However, the
Fourier integral solution method is limited by the resolution
allowed by the convolution integrals. When spectral peaks
become sharper than what is allowed by the finite wave num-
ber grid the error in numerically evaluating the convolution
integrals become large thus invalidating the solution from
this point in time forward. As reported in Ref. 17 this is a
major restriction to the simulations and greatly limits the
duration of the numerical simulations. We have performed
Fourier integral numerical simulations for many different
cases including varying the time step and the wave number
discretization to ensure consistency of the numerical results
and to investigate if it is possible to delay the onset of these
large errors. We have concluded that the increase in the
amount of computations greatly outweighs the slight increase
in simulation duration making this a prohibitive way to ex-
tend the calculations. As a result, using the Fourier integral
method the final steady solution is not obtainable. The pseu-
dospectral approach, on the other hand, does not suffer from
this deficiency and is able to calculate the final steady states.
It should be noted for the Fourier integral approach that
although a physical domain length, Lx , over which the flow
field is periodic is not explicitly chosen it is implicity en-
forced by the inherent wave number discretization, Dk , cho-
sen when the Fourier integrals are numerically evaluated.
Therefore it is not possible to simulate an infinite two-
dimensional convection layer using a Fourier integral
method, actually the calculations are for a periodic layer of
length Lx52p/Dk .
The results of Ref. 17 illustrating two-dimensional roll
relaxation are reproduced using both the pseudospectral and
the Fourier Integral methods as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
simulation flow fields are initiated with a localized roll dis-
turbance @see panels ~a! and ~b! of Fig. 1#. The initial flow
field is illustrated by plotting the stream function c where
(u ,v)5(2]yc ,]xc) and isotherms of the temperature de-
viation from the linear conduction profile u. The localized
roll disturbance is composed of a well established pair of
convection rolls in the center of the domain that is bounded
by nearly quiescent fluid. Following Ref. 17 the localized
roll disturbance is constructed from trapezia in Fourier space
for cˆ and uˆ ~where cˆ and uˆ are the Fourier transforms of c
and u!. More precisely,
Re$aˆ%55
Ca
q
q1
0<q<q1,
Ca q1<q<q2,
Ca
q32q
q32q2
q2<q<q3,
0 q3<q<qmax,
~4!
FIG. 1. Simulation flow field starting from a localized roll disturbance using
the Fourier integral solution method with free-slip upper and lower bound-
aries, e53.56, s50.1, and Lx5114.9. Panels ~a! and ~b! illustrate the initial
conditions for c and u, respectively. Panels ~c! and ~d! illustrate c and u at
time t57 showing that the convection wavelength has increased, the re-
duced wave number of the central pair of rolls is q50.550 ~recall q51 is
the pattern wave number at threshold!. The field of view is a truncated
window of length L524 used for illustrative purposes the entire layer is
much larger.
FIG. 2. Simulation flow field at time t57 using the pseudospectral method.
Panels ~a! and ~b! represent c and u, respectively. The reduced wave number
of the central pair of rolls is q50.550. The initial conditions and fluid
parameters are identical to that of Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.
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Im$aˆ%5H Ca 0<q<q2,Ca q32qq32q2 q2<q<q3,
0 q3<q<qmax,
~5!
where a can be either c or u and the reduced wave numbers
~defined as q5k/kc , where k is the wave number and kc its
value at threshold! q1 , q2 , q3 , qmax , and Ca are all real
constants. The values of q1 and q3 are chosen to be outside
the neutral stability curve. The particular values used in the
simulations presented here are shown in Table I.
The aspect ratio of the layer is quite large Lx5114.9 and
only a small window of the layer of length L524 is shown in
the figures. The reduced wave number of the central roll pair,
defined as 2p/l, where l is the wavelength of the central roll
pair, decreases with time until reaching a value of q
50.550 at t57 ~for free-slip surfaces kc52.22) indicating
that the wavelength of the rolls have become larger than the
critical value. These results are in agreement with Ref. 17
which reports a value of q50.54– 0.59 for these parameters.
The numerical solution using the Fourier integral method
could not be continued beyond this point because of the er-
rors in calculating the convolution integrals.
The same results are achieved using the pseudospectral
approach when starting from identical initial conditions. The
resulting stream function, c, and thermal perturbation fields,
u, are illustrated in Fig. 2 panels ~a! and ~b! which should be
compared with Fig. 1 panels ~c! and ~d!. However, in this
case the simulation can be continued until a steady state is
reached. When this is done it is found that the convection
rolls continue to relax until q50.47 at t59.5 at which point
the wave number monotonically increases to a value of q
50.89 as the entire layer becomes filled with a periodic field
of convection rolls. The smallest value of the wave number
of q50.47 at t59.5 is important in that it represents an
approximation to the wave number in an infinite domain free
of influences from the lateral boundaries. The monotonic de-
crease in the value of the wave number after t59.5 to its
final value of q50.89 is a slow gradual process requiring
nearly t5100 to occur. The roll relaxation process is inde-
pendent of the solution method. Since the pseudospectral
method is faster and also permits solutions to continue to
steady state we find that this method is desirable over the
Fourier integral approach.
The aspect ratio of the layer is chosen to be large enough
such that the roll relaxation process occurs long before the
effects of the lateral sidewalls become important. This is il-
lustrated by plotting the stream function at mid-depth over
the entire convection layer as shown in Fig. 3. Panel ~a! of
Fig. 3 illustrates the stream function for the initial flow field
whereas panel ~b! shows the stream function at time t57. In
both cases the convection rolls are quite localized in the cen-
ter of the domain and are not heavily influenced by the lat-
eral boundaries. As illustrated in panel ~c! the layer eventu-
ally becomes filled with periodic convection rolls. The wave
number selection process that occurs after the roll relaxation
has occurred is strongly linked with the length of the peri-
odic domain and the particular choice of initial conditions
and is not the focus here.
Roll relaxation is also found for the more realistic case
of no-slip boundaries ~but still periodic in the horizontal di-
rection! for an air filled convection layer using the pseu-
dospectral algorithm as shown in Fig. 4. The roll relaxation
occurs on a fairly fast time scale where the central pair of
convection rolls is at their smallest value of q50.8213
~where kc53.117 for no-slip boundaries! by the time t
50.5. The simulation was allowed to continue until a steady
state was reached and at t5238 the wave number of the
periodic convection layer was q51.088.
TABLE I. Simulation parameters used to generate the initial localized roll
disturbance for the free surface simulations represented in Figs. 1 and 2.
Cc Cu qmax q1 q2 q3
20.0314 0.314 3.15 0.23 2.70 2.93
FIG. 3. The stream function c over the entire layer (Lx5114.9) for the
pseudospectral solution as shown in Fig. 2. Panels ~a!–~c! are for t50, 7,
and 59, respectively. The computational domain is large enough such that
the roll relaxation occurs before the lateral boundaries significantly influence
the simulation results.
FIG. 4. Simulation flow field starting from a localized roll disturbance for
an air filled convection layer with rigid no-slip upper and lower boundaries,
e50.522, s50.7, and Lx5114.9. Panels ~a! and ~b! illustrate the initial
conditions for c and u, respectively. Panels ~c! and ~d! illustrate c and u at
time t50.5 where the wave number of the central pair of rolls is q
50.821. Panels ~e! and ~f! illustrate c and u at time t5238 where the wave
number of the central pair of rolls is q51.087. The field of view is a
truncated window of length L524 used for illustration.
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To ensure that the time evolution of the central pair is
not affected by the choice of the computational domain
length, three different domain lengths were investigated and
results are presented in Table II. The simulations are for rigid
no-slip boundaries as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the domain
lengths are not all simple factors of each other. The roll
relaxation process has been found to be independent of the
length of the domain. This is true as long as the domain is
large enough to allow boundary effects to occur after the
convection rolls have expanded. On the other hand, the final
steady state wave number also depends upon the size of the
computational domain. This is because the convection layer
must select the final wavelength based upon the number of
pairs of rolls that can fit in that particular domain length. The
final state is found to be approximately the wave number
maximizing the linear growth rate of disturbances. A small
but general trend of roll relaxation is also found for simula-
tions of varying reduced Rayleigh number as shown in Table
III.
Additionally, many simulations performed from different
random initial thermal perturbations did not exhibit roll re-
laxation and in general yielded steady state wave numbers
that maximized the linear growth rate of disturbances. This is
expected because the initial perturbations grow exponentially
and then can not undergo small wave number adjustment
because of the periodic boundary conditions which would
require the creation or destruction of a pair of rolls. Prelimi-
nary calculations indicate that the extent to which the rolls
relax does depend upon the magnitude of the initial local roll
disturbances with the general trend being that the more es-
tablished the initial convection rolls are initially the larger
the amount of roll relaxation. Quantifying this has not been
done and would require many more simulations. However,
the establishment of the roll relaxation mechanism is clear.
III. CONCLUSION
The roll relaxation exhibited for the free-slip boundary
simulations in Ref. 17 is reproduced here using both a Fou-
rier integral method and a pseudospectral method and is ex-
tended to include the more realistic case of rigid no-slip
boundaries. The Fourier integral method is not required to
realize roll relaxation in two-dimensional simulations. The
requirement, in addition to that of sufficient spectral resolu-
tion, is that the simulations start from an initial state com-
posed of a localized roll disturbance. All two-dimensional
simulations in the past did not find roll relaxation because of
the choice of nonlocalized initial conditions such as a field of
random thermal perturbations. The relaxation of convection
rolls in a two-dimensional periodic layer are found to not
depend on the length of the computational domain length, to
be weakly dependent upon the Rayleigh number and to also
depend upon the magnitude of the initial localized roll dis-
turbances.
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